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Differentiating Regularization Weights – A Simple

Mechanism to Alleviate Cold Start in Recommender Systems

HUNG-HSUAN CHEN and PU CHEN, National Central University

Matrix factorization (MF) and its extended methodologies have been studied extensively in the community

of recommender systems in the last decade. Essentially, MF attempts to search for low-ranked matrices that

can (1) best approximate the known rating scores, and (2) maintain low Frobenius norm for the low-ranked

matrices to prevent overfitting. Since the two objectives conflict with each other, the common practice is

to assign the relative importance weights as the hyper-parameters to these objectives. The two low-ranked

matrices returned by MF are often interpreted as the latent factors of a user and the latent factors of an item

that would affect the rating of the user on the item. As a result, it is typical that, in the loss function, we assign a

regularization weight λp on the norms of the latent factors for all users, and another regularization weight λq

on the norms of the latent factors for all the items. We argue that such a methodology probably over-simplifies

the scenario. Alternatively, we probably should assign lower constraints to the latent factors associated with

the items or users that reveal more information, and set higher constraints to the others. In this article, we

systematically study this topic. We found that such a simple technique can improve the prediction results of

the MF-based approaches based on several public datasets. Specifically, we applied the proposed methodology

on three baseline models – SVD, SVD++, and the NMF models. We found that this technique improves the

prediction accuracy for all these baseline models. Perhaps more importantly, this technique better predicts

the ratings on the long-tail items, i.e., the items that were rated/viewed/purchased by few users. This suggests

that this approach may partially remedy the cold-start issue. The proposed method is very general and can be

easily applied on various recommendation models, such as Factorization Machines, Field-aware Factorization

Machines, Factorizing Personalized Markov Chains, Prod2Vec, Behavior2Vec, and so on. We release the code

for reproducibility. We implemented a Python package that integrates the proposed regularization technique

with the SVD, SVD++, and the NMF model. The package can be accessed at https://github.com/ncu-dart/rdf.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Knowledge is power. The formation of knowledge requires human to analyze the available in-

formation, discover the patterns from the analysis, and generalize the common rules. However,

when the number of information explodes, the large amount of information with low relevance

may become the burden for users to select, organize, and discover the useful information. This

phenomenon is called information overload [14]. Studies have shown that perceived information

overload may increase a user’s satisfaction but would lower the quality of the decisions [43].

Internet is the main channel for information sharing nowadays. However, Internet is also the

main cause of information overload. As a result, we need various tools, such as the search engines

and the recommender systems, to effectively filter most information and preserve few information

that best fit a user’s requirement. As long as the application domain contains the information

that beyond an individual’s capacity to digest in a short period, we probably should introduce

recommender systems to filter most information. Indeed, recommender systems are applied in

various domains, including e-commerce, education, academic research, financing, fashion, online

dating, and many more [2, 8, 10, 11, 17, 29, 33, 35].

Most algorithms used by the recommender systems fall into one of the following three types:

collaborative filtering (CF), content-based, or hybrid approach. Among all the algorithms, matrix

factorization (MF) and its extensions are probably the most famous type. MF is widely studied in

the last decade, probably because of its success in the Netflix challenge,1 which targets to tackle the

rating prediction task, i.e., predicting a user i’s rating ri j on an unrated item j. Essentially, MF com-

piles a rating matrixR = [ri j ] to record all the known ratings and attempts to decompose the rating

matrix as the product of two low-ranked matrices, which usually referred as the latent factors of

the users and the latent factors of the items respectively. The decomposition can be modeled as an

optimization problem to minimize the loss function, which is typically composed by the following

two parts: (1) training error – the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) between the known ratings and

the predicted ratings, and (2) the Frobenius norms of the two low-ranked matrices, which used to

estimate the inverse of the generalization power to the unseen data. The optimization strategy

is generally based on stochastic gradient descent (SGD), alternating least squares (ALS), or their

variations, such as ADAM, Nesterov, RMSprop, and so on.

Although various machine learning tasks adopt similar loss functions, we found a key difference

between the rating prediction task and most of the other machine learning tasks. In particular,

for most machine learning tasks, we may obtain more clues about the relationship between the

target variables and the features, once we collect more training data. However, if we apply the

MF technique for the rating predicting task, as we collect more training data, we probably have

more information of certain items/users (especially the popular items and the heavy users), but

not necessarily the others (e.g., the long tail items and the less active users). As a result, assigning

the same regularization λq to the latent factors for all items and the same regularization λp to the

latent factors for all users, as most studies reported, are probably too naïve.

We argue that, we should assign lower regularization weights to the latent factors associated

with the items that received many ratings, because we get more clues of these items from many

users’ collective ratings. Similarly, as a user rated more items, this user may reveal more informa-

tion about her/his taste, so we should assign a lower weight to the regularization term associated

with the latent factors of this user. In this article, we systematically study this effect. We found

that this simple technique is effective for the MF-based approach on most of the tested datasets.

More importantly, this technique can make good predictions on the less active user’s ratings on the

1https://www.netflixprize.com/.
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long tail items. As a result, our proposed method may partially alleviate the cold-start problem.

Additionally, this technique is simple and general enough to be applied to many other recom-

mendation models, such as Factorizing Personalized Markov Chains (FPMC) [50], Prod2Vec [18],

Behavior2Vec [7], Factorization Machines (FM) [49], Field-aware Factorization Machines (FFM)

[26], WSVD [6], and neural CF [23], that target at the rating predicting task or the recommenda-

tion tasks.

The article makes the following contributions.

—Although the MF-based methods (e.g., SVD2 [28], SVD++ [28], and NMF [16]) are widely

used by many recommender systems, we argue that these methods may not fully utilize the

information revealed by the popular items and the active users. We conducted experiments

on public datasets to validate such an argument.

—We extended the SVD, SVD++, and the NMF models based on three simple regularization

differentiating functions (RDF) so that the regularization weights on different items and users

are different. Particularly, these functions set weaker constraints on the popular items and

the active users and stronger constraints on the long tail items and the less active users. As

a result, the models may utilize more information revealed by the popular items and the

active users, and make conservative predictions on the long tail items and the less active

users.

—We empirically validated the effectiveness of the proposed method and the RDF on sev-

eral public datasets. The results showed that, by integrating the RDF to the MF-based ap-

proaches, we can better predict users’ preferences on items.

—We open sourced our code for public use and for reproducibility.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. In Section 3,

we show the observations on several public datasets to support our claim – conventional rec-

ommender systems may have more clues on the popular items and the active users, so the con-

ventional MF-based method can better predict an active user’s ratings on the popular items. In

Section 4, we propose three functions to differentiate the regularization weights on different users

and different items. Section 5 shows the experimental results on the public datasets. The MF-based

approaches, when accompany with the proposed functions, better predicts users’ ratings on items

in most cases. Finally, we discuss our discoveries and future research directions in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Recommender Systems

Based on the recommendation strategies, recommender systems can be categorized into three

types – content-based, CF, and the hybrid approach.

The content-based methods mostly rely on the text information or the tag/attribute information

of the objects (i.e., users or items) to define the distance between objects. As a result, the system

can find the most similar objects to the users or to the items that are viewing or just purchased by

users. The nearest objects can be used as the recommendations. This type of approach is highly

influenced by the works in the information retrieval studies.

The other type of recommendation strategy – CF – leverages on many users’ collective behav-

iors to make recommendations. One of the most influential method of CF is MF (a.k.a. the SVD

model) [28], which models the interaction between the users and the items by a large matrix and

2Although sharing many similarities, the SVD model used in recommender systems is different from the classic SVD

(Singular Value Decomposition) model in the linear algebra. For example, it is challenging to decompose a matrix with

unknown entry values based on the classic SVD model in linear algebra.
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attempts to decompose the large matrix into the product of small matrices. These small matrices

may serve as the representative but latent features to decide users’ preferences on the items. Such a

strategy motivates many following works, such as the SVD++ model [28] and the NMF model [16],

and the strategy has been applied to many domains beyond the recommender systems, including

link prediction in the social network and graphs [9, 40], word embedding generation [31], com-

munity detection [46], and so on.

Recently, researchers have started to apply the deep learning techniques on the recommender

systems to model higher degree of interactions between the latent factors of the users and the

items [23, 56]. It is also found that the embeddings of the items discovered during the training

process may be utilized to infer the relationship between the items, behaviors, and potentially

other types of objects [7, 18]. Since users’ behaviors can be modeled as a sequence, it is natural

to incorporate with the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) model to make predictions [24]. Along

these line, some suggested that the latent factors of users and items may also vary over time.

Therefore, the RNN model can also be used to generated the latent factors, which are further

used to predict users’ preferences on the items over time [55]. Most of the deep learning-based

recommendation models still leverage on users’ collective behaviors to predict the preferences.

Therefore, they fall into the category of CF.

Since CF is independent of the text and tag information of the users and the items, it can be

applied on various types of recommender systems with little customization. However, for the less

active users and the long tail items, the performance of CF is dissatisfied, because the systems have

limited clues on these users and items. This is called the cold-start problem, which is one main

disadvantage of CF. Our proposed method can partially remedy the cold-start issue. Although we

apply the proposed technique on the SVD, SVD++, and NMF models for the experiments, such a

technique can be applied on other learning-based rating prediction models with little modification.

2.2 Cold Start Problem in Collaborative Filtering

Cold start is a main disadvantage of CF. This section reviews some of the important works that

attempt to address this issue. We categorize the related works into three categories, as illustrated

in the following three paragraphs.

Several studies proposed to obtain new users’ preferences based on a questionnaire, which may

ask users to rate on a list of items [47, 48, 53, 57]. These items can be selected in a static (i.e.,

a universal set of questions) or a dynamic manner, (e.g., the following questions depends on the

answers of the earlier questions). The dynamic items and questions are usually generated by ma-

chine learning models, such as the decision tree classifier [53, 57]. To maintain a consistent user

experience, some may choose to conduct the questionnaire in a less intrusive manner. For example,

a recommender system may show the recommended items based on the exploitation-exploration

strategy – recommending the high payoff items by exploiting the (limited) knowledge on the users

and showing other items to explore the unknown part of the users. The multi-armed bandit algo-

rithms study the tradeoff between the exploitation and exploration in a systematic manner [32].

Instead of conducting explicit or implicit questionnaire, some studies incorporated the affili-

ated information of the new users or new items to make recommendations. For example, in many

cases, the items are associated with the texts, such as the item name, description, and so on. The

CF may incorporte with these texts to make recommendation on the cold start items [30]. Other

affiliated information that were used to help recommendation on the cold start items (or cold start

users) include item category [41], actors list (when the items are movies) [51], users’ demographic

information [34, 44], images of the items [39], and so on.

Recently, researchers started to work on the cold start problem based on transfer learning,

which makes recommendations on the cold start items or users based on the knowledge learned
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elsewhere. Specifically, a cold start user of one website a could be an active user of another site

b. As a result, it is possible to learn this user’s preferences based on her/his activity on site b and

make recommendation on site a [1, 4]. Similarly, a cold start item on one website a could be a

popular item on another website b, so one can learn the knowledge of this item from site b, and

apply the knowledge on a.

Our proposed method – Differentiating Regularization Weights – is different from the above

methods, because the proposed method requires no questionnaire, no affiliated information of

users or items, and no related datasets to learn and transfer the knowledge. In fact, our proposed

method can be naturally integrated with many of the above mentioned methods to alleviate the

cold start problem altogether. For example, it is straightforward to integrate the differentiating

regularization function with the objective function proposed in [57] based on each item’s received

number of explicit or implicit ratings and each user’s number of rated or interacted items, as we

will introduced later in Section 4. As a result, our proposed method is not a substitution to many

of the related works mentioned above, but a general approach that can be integrated with many

learning-based recommendation models to improve the recommendation quality.

2.3 Model Complexity and Regularization

The complexity of a learning model is one key factor to determine the effectiveness of the predic-

tions. As a model becomes more complex, the model is likely to better fit the training data. Since

a complex model has a larger hypothesis space, it has a higher chance to include the true relation-

ship between the features and the target variables. However, if the available number of training

instances is limited, training an (over-)complex model may cause over-fitting, i.e., obtaining the

parameters that can fit the training data excellently, but may not be the good parameters for the

unseen instances. This is because a complex model is sensitive to small fluctuations in the training

data. Researchers call such type of error as variance. On the other hand, a simple learning model

is robust to the fluctuations in the training data. However, since a simple model has a smaller

hypothesis space, the true relationship between the features and the target variable may not ap-

pear in the hypothesis space. Such error is often called bias. As a result, an (over-)simple model

may cause under-fitting, i.e., the model is too simple to capture the underline structure of the

data.

Determining an adequate model complexity is difficult. One popular way to control model com-

plexity is to introduce the regularization terms to smooth the best fitted curve. As a result, a small

change in the training data does not make a huge fluctuation to the model, even if the model is

complex. The commonest regularization term is probably the Lp norms of the parameters to learn.

When we apply the linear model with the L1 norm as the regularization term, this becomes the

famous Lasso method, which tends to shrink some parameters to zero and retain only the most

powerful features [54]. When the regularization term is the L2 norm, this becomes the ridge re-

gression [25]. Elastic net is another common approach that combines both the L1 norm and the

L2 norm as the regularization terms. Unsurprisingly, the property of the Elastic net is a mixture

of the L1 norm and the L2 norm [58]. However, the Elastic net requires to assign another hyper-

parameter to determine the relative importance between the L1 norm and the L2 norm. In general,

we usually control the complexity of the model by varying the value of the regularization weight.

However, obtaining an adequate regularization weight usually requires extensive experiments, like

cross-validation [15, 27].

Controlling the model complexity is an important issue. Here we list some other techniques to

control the model complexity or prevent overfitting – (1) feature selection, which removes the less

relevant features to improve the generalizability [42]; (2) early stopping, which stops the learning

iterations once the error in the validation set increases [5]; (3) ensemble method, which combines
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the predictions from different models to smooth out the predictions to prevent the overfitting of

single model [45]; (4) dropout – dropping out some of the neural nodes during training [52].

While the relationship between model complexity and overfitting/underfitting, as well as the

bias-variance tradeoff, are widely studied in the fields of machine learning and statistical learn-

ing [12, 15, 20, 42], applying the concept of regularization with the cold-start problem in the CF is

rarely studied, if any. Our proposed method may bridge this gap.

3 ITEM POPULARITY, USER ACTIVITY, AND PREDICTABILITY

We argue that, if an item is rated by many users, we have more clues on the item, so we can

probably discover the latent factors that better summarize the property of the item. On the other

hand, we have less clues to the items that were rated by few users, so the discovered latent factors

could be noisy. A similar argument may also be applied on the users – if a user interacted with

(e.g., rated) more items, this user reveals more information of the personal interest. As a result, it is

likely that we may discover a vector of latent factors that better represents this individual’s taste.

For the same reason, if a user interacted with few items, we can only make judgement based on

the limited information, and thus the derived vector of latent factors is probably less convincing.

The above argument motivates this study. However, to ensure that the argument is valid, we

first make an observation on two public datasets – the Epinions rating dataset and the MovieLens-

100K rating dataset. We want to empirically validate that the future ratings can be better predicted

if an item has received many ratings. Likewise, we also want to validate that, as users interacted

with the system more often, we may obtain more information about the user, and therefore better

predict personal flavor.

Specifically, we randomly split the ratings of each dataset into the training and the test datasets.

We computed the number of ratings received by each item (in the training data) and the RMSE

score between each item’s predicted and received ratings in the test data.3 As shown in Figure 1(a)

and (b), the RMSE score decreases (i.e., better prediction) as the items received more ratings. Specif-

ically, the Pearson correlation coefficients in both cases are less than 0, suggesting a negative cor-

relation between the two. Additionally, such correlations are extremely significant, which can be

suggested from the small p-values. We also show in the figures the confidence intervals, which are

estimated by bootstrapping [13]. The observations indicate that the claim to motivate the study

seems correct. Therefore, we probably should assign different constraints to the items according

to the number of ratings an item had received.

We conducted similar experiments to show the relationship between each user’s number of rated

items (in the training data) and the RMSE score (in the test data). We plotted their relationship in

Figure 2, in which each dot located at the position (x ,y) denotes that the average RMSE score (on

the test data) is y for all the users who rated x items (in the training data). As shown in both the

Epinions dataset (Figure 2(a)) and the MovieLens-100K dataset (Figure 2(b)), the average test RMSE

score decreases (i.e., better prediction) as the number of interacted items increases in the training

data. The result matches our claim. Thus, it could be beneficial to assign different constraints to

different users based on the number of items a user had rated.

We repeated these two experiments on other three public datasets, namely the FilmTrust rat-

ing dataset, the Yahoo! Movies rating dataset, and the Amazon Musical Instruments (AMI) rating

dataset. We report the Pearson correlation coefficients and the corresponding p-values. As shown

in Tables 1 and 2, all the coefficients are negative. The negative correlation is statistically signifi-

cant, as demonstrated by many of the extremely small p-values.

3Throughout Section 3, we use SVD as the training model. For the hyper-parameters, the number of epochs is 50; the

regularization weights of the latent factors λp and λq are both set to 0.02; the number of latent factors is 15.
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Fig. 1. The number of the received ratings of the items (in the training dataset) vs. the average RMSE scores

(in the test dataset). Each dot represents the average RMSE score of the items that received the same number

of ratings.

Fig. 2. The number of the rated items of the users (in the training dataset) vs. the average RMSE scores (in

the test dataset). Each dot represents the average RMSE score of the users who rated the same number of

items.

To show the compound effect of both the number of ratings received of the items and the number

of rated items of users on the RMSE scores, we show the heatmap of the two factors where the

colors represent the magnitude of the averaged RMSE scores. For the Epinions dataset, the most

active user rated 821 items in the training data, and the most rated item received 1,609 ratings

in the training data. Since plotting the entire 1,609-by-821 grid makes the figure difficult to read,

we divide each dimension into 20 equal-sized regions. Eventually, the heatmap is composed of

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: January 2019.
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Table 1. The Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC)

and the corresponding p-value between (1) x : the

number of received ratings of an item (in the training

data) and (2) y: the average RMSE score (in the test

data) of the items that received x ratings

Dataset PCC p-value

Epinions −0.45 1.5 × 10−16 (***)

MovieLens-100K −0.70 1.8 × 10−37 (***)

FilmTrust −0.73 2.0 × 10−14 (***)

Yahoo! Movies −0.12 0.04 (*)

AMI −0.36 3.6 × 10−10 (***)

Note: We show the results on five different public datasets.

Table 2. The Pearson’s correlation coefficient (PCC)

and the corresponding p-value between (1) x : the

number of a user’s rated items (in the training data)

and (2) y: the average RMSE score (in the test data) of

the users who rated x items

Dataset PCC p-value

Epinions −0.51 3.5 × 10−23 (***)

MovieLens-100K −0.52 9.4 × 10−19 (***)

FilmTrust −0.28 0.012 (*)

Yahoo! Movies −0.25 0.00026 (***)

AMI −0.50 3.4 × 10−6 (***)

Note: We show the results on five different public datasets.

the 20-by-20 cells, and each cell represents the averaged RMSE scores of all the predicted ratings

in this region. As shown in Figure 3(a) and (b), the RMSE score decreases (i.e., better prediction)

as the user becomes more active or the items becomes more popular in both the Epinions and

the MovieLens-100K datasets. Experimental results on other datasets show similar results so we

skipped these figures to save space.

4 DIFFERENTIATING REGULARIZATION FUNCTIONS

This section presents our proposed method – differentiating the regularization weights for differ-

ent items and users based on the differentiating regularization functions. We show the integration

of this technique with the conventional SVD model in details. However, the proposed method can

be easily integrated with other learning-based recommendation modules. As will be shown later

in Section 5, we integrated this technique with several MF-based methods, including the SVD,

SVD++, and NMF models, and compared their corresponding RMSE scores.

We list the symbols that will be used later and their definitions in Table 3.

4.1 Preliminary

4.1.1 Mean Model and Bias Model. To predict a user i’s rating on an item j based on other

known ratings, the simplest approach is probably the mean model, which always predicts the

unknown ratings as the average of all the known ratings. Thus, the predicted rating r̂i j = μ =∑
∀(i, j )∈K ri j/ |K |, where |K | returns the size of the set K .

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: January 2019.
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Fig. 3. The heatmap of the RMSE scores given the numbers of users’ rated items and the numbers of ratings

received by the items. We use a 20 × 20 grid to divide the space. Each cell shows the RMSE score of all the

ratings within the range.

Table 3. A List of Important Symbols and Their Definitions

Symbol Definition

m The number of users (given)

n The number of items (given)

k The number of latent factors (given)

R = [ri j ]
The rating matrix withm rows and n columns i = 1, 2, . . . ,m;

j = 1, 2, . . . ,n (partially given)

R̂ = [r̂i j ]
The predicted rating matrix withm rows and n columns

i = 1, 2, . . . ,m; j = 1, 2, . . . ,n (to compute)

μ The average of all known ratings (to compute)

P = [pi ]
T The low-ranked matrix withm rows and k columns representing

the latent factors of the users i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (to compute)

Q = [q j ]
T The low-ranked matrix with n rows and k columns representing

the latent factors of the item j = 1, 2, . . . ,n (to compute)

b (U )
i User i’s user bias i = 1, 2, . . . ,m (to compute)

b (I )
j Item j’s item bias j = 1, 2, . . . ,n (to compute)

K The set of all known (user, item) index pairs (given)

Ktest
The set of all known (user, item) index pairs assigned to the test

dataset (given)

KU The set of all known users (given)

KI The set of all known items (given)

R (U ) (i ) The set of the items rated by user i (given)

R (I ) (j ) The set of the users who rated item j (given)

λx The regularization term for the parameter x (given)

ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery from Data, Vol. 13, No. 1, Article 8. Publication date: January 2019.
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To make the model more realistic, one may consider to include (1) user biasb (U )
i , which indicates

user i’s tendency to over-rate or under-rate the items compared to the other users, and (2) item

bias b (I )
j , which suggests an item j’s tendency to receive a higher or lower score compared to the

average score. Equation (1) shows the formula to predict an unknown rating.

r̂i j = μ + b (U )
i + b (I )

j , (1)

where b (U )
i = (

∑
∀j ∈R (U ) (i ) ri j/|R (U ) (i ) |) − μ, and b (I )

j = (
∑
∀i ∈R (I ) (j ) ri j/|R (I ) (j ) |) − μ.

4.1.2 SVD Model with Bias. The most typical MF model is sometimes called the SVD model

in the literature,4 although it is different from the classic singular value decomposition in linear

algebra. The MF model compiles a rating matrix R = [ri j ] to record all the known ratings and

attempts to find two low ranked matrices P and Q such that P ·QT ≈ R based on the known

entries in R.

It is reported that combining the bias model and the SVD model yields better result. Therefore,

a user i’s rating on an item j is computed based on the following:

r̂i j = μ + b (U )
i + b (I )

j + q
T
j · pi . (2)

The two vectorspi andq j represent the latent factors for the user i and the latent factors for the

item j, respectively. If the two vectors are very similar, the inner-product operation would produce

a large number, i.e., user i may assign a high rating to the item j. Likewise, if the latent factors of

a user and an item are very different, Equation (2) tends to output a low rating.

Practically, only a very small portion of R contains values. The entries with no values should not

simply be regarded as 0, because they are the ratings to be estimated. Since the matrix has many

missing values, classic matrix decomposition techniques, such as singular value decomposition, LU

decomposition, and QR decomposition, cannot directly be applied here. As a result, this is often

modeled as a numerical optimization problem – finding the parameters to minimize a weighted

sum of (1) the distances between the estimated rating and known ratings, and (2) the Frobenius

norms of the parameters. Specifically, the objective function is shown as follows:

1

2

∑
∀(i, j )∈K

(ri j − r̂i j )
2 +

λp

2

∑
∀i ∈KU

‖pi ‖22 +
λq

2

∑
∀j ∈KI

‖q j ‖22 +
λU

2

∑
∀i ∈KU

���b
(U )
i

���
2

2
+
λI

2

∑
∀j ∈KI

���b
(I )
j
���

2

2
,

(3)

where r̂i j is computed by Equation (2).

Popular optimization strategies include the SGD, the ALS, or their variations.

4.2 Differentiating Regularization Weights

As shown in Section 3, the SVD model better predicts the ratings to the popular items and the

active users’ ratings, probably because these items and users reveal more information. Therefore,

we probably should assign lower constraints to the latent factors of these items and users. Likewise,

we should assign higher constraints on the long tail items and the less active users to prevent their

latent factors from being influenced by the few extreme observations.

The objective function of the conventional SVD method (as shown in Equation (3)), however,

assigns a universal regularization weight λp to all the users’ latent factors and another universal

regularization weight λq to all the items’ latent factors. This violates our argument above.

4The naming convention is probably from Simon Funk’s blog post at http://sifter.org/simon/journal/20061211.html. This

blog post popularizes the SVD model introduced here.
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To make the model more consistent with our claim, we may extend the SVD model such that the

values of the regularization weights inversely correlated with the number of ratings received by

the items (and, likewise, inversely correlated with the number of users’ rated items). As a result,

the new objective function can be shown as follows:

L (θ ) =
1

2

∑
∀(i, j )∈K

(ri j − r̂i j )
2 +

λp

2

∑
∀i ∈KU

1

f (R (U ) (i ))
‖pi ‖22 +

λq

2

∑
∀j ∈KI

1

f (R (I ) (j ))
‖q j ‖22

+
λU

2

∑
∀i ∈KU

1

f (R (U ) (i ))
���b

(U )
i

���
2

2
+
λI

2

∑
∀j ∈KI

1

f (R (I ) (j ))
���b

(I )
j
���

2

2
, (4)

where R (U ) (i ) is the set of items rated by the user i , R (I ) (j ) denotes the set of users who rated

the item j, and θ = [p1, . . . ,pm ,q1, . . . ,qn ,b
(U )
1 , . . . ,b

(U )
m ,b

(I )
1 , . . . ,b

(I )
n ], i.e., θ represents all the

parameters to learn.

In this article, the function f (x ) is called the RDF, because this function differentiates the regu-

larization weights. If we set f (x ) = 1 ∀x , the above objective function is identical to Equation (3).

However, to follow our claim, f (x ) should be a positive (i.e., f (x ) > 0) and monotonically increas-

ing (i.e., ∀x ≤ y, f (x ) ≤ f (y)) function.

A linear function f (x ) = ax + b with a positive slope (i.e., a > 0) is probably the most straight-

forward choice of an increasing function. To ensure that f (x ) is always positive, one may consider

to set the intercept to be non-negative (i.e., b ≥ 0). When setting b = 0, the value of the regular-

ization weight is proportional to the inverse of the number of a user’s rated items and inverse to

the number of the ratings received by an item.

Another possible choice of the RDF is the logarithm function, i.e., f (x ) = logx . This choice

is motivated by the information theory: to encode k distinct entities, we would need logk bits.

Additionally, as a user rated more items, the latest rated items are less valuable, compared to the

first few rated items. This is mainly because a user can probably be characterized by the early rated

items, and the extra information revealed by the newly rated items is only marginal. Likewise, the

early ratings received by an item probably mostly reveal this item’s information. As a result, we

may want a sub-linear increasing function, such as the logarithm function, as the RDF. To prevent

the function outputs zero or negative values, we may add an integer whose value no less than 1 to

the argument, i.e., f (x ) = log(x + c ) (c ≥ 1). The constant c may also serve as a smoothing factor.

Yet another possible choice of the RDF is the square root function, i.e., f (x ) =
√
x . This choice

is motivated by the SVD++ predicting function, in which the sum of the latent factors from the

implicit feedback for a user i is normalized by the square root of the number of ratings from the

user i [28]. Similar to the logarithm function, one may consider to add a positive constant c as

the smoothing factor, i.e., f (x ) =
√
x + c . The square root function grows even slower than the

logarithm function. So, if it is believed that the new ratings reveal very few (extra) information

about the users and the items, square root function could be a better choice than the logarithm

function.

In summary, we propose the following three RDF for the following experiments.

f (x ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪
⎩

ax + b (a > 0,b ≥ 0), if use linear function

log(x + c ) (c ≥ exp(1)), if use logarithm√
x + c (c ≥ 0), if use logarithm

(5)
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ALGORITHM 1: Training the SVD model with RDF based on SGD

Data: The rated (user, item) pairs K , the regularization coefficients λ = (λp , λq , λU , λI ), the learning rates

η = (ηp ,ηq ,ηU ,ηI ), the learning decay rate γ

Result: Model parameters Θ = (P ,Q,b (U ) ,b (I ) )

P ← N (0, 1); Q ← N (0, 1); b (U ) ← 0; b (I ) ← 0; epoch ← 0;

repeat

for (i, j ) ∈ K do

pi ← pi − γ epochηp
∂L (θ )
∂p i

(based on Equation (6));

qj ← qj − γ epochηq
∂L (θ )
∂q j

(based on Equation (7));

b
(U )
i ← b

(U )
i − γ epochηU

∂L (θ )

∂b
(U )
i

(based on Equation (8));

b
(I )
j ← b

(I )
j − γ

epochηI
∂L (θ )

∂b
(I )
j

(based on Equation (9));

end

epoch ← epoch + 1;

until termination condition is met;

4.3 Training Algorithm

To obtain the parameters (i.e., each user’s latent factors pi and user bias b (U )
i ; each item’s latent

factors q j and item bias b (I )
j ) to minimize the objective function L (θ ) (as shown in Equation (4)),

we apply the SGD approach. Therefore, we would need to compute the partial derivative of L (θ )
to all the parameters, as shown below, and update the parameters toward the inverse directions of

the corresponding gradients:

∂L (θ )

∂pi

= (ri j − r̂i j )q j +
λp

f (R (U ) (i ))
pi (6)

∂L (θ )

∂q j

= (ri j − r̂i j )pi +
λq

f (R (I ) (j ))
q j (7)

∂L (θ )

∂b (U )
i

= (ri j − r̂i j ) +
λU

f (R (U ) (i ))
b (U )

i (8)

∂L (θ )

∂b (I )
j

= (ri j − r̂i j ) +
λI

f (R (I ) (j ))
b (I )

j (9)

The entire training process is shown in Algorithm 1.

Since the proposed technique – differentiating regularization function – is simple and general,

it can be employed on many rating prediction models, such as the SVD++ model, the NMF model,

the Prod2Vec model, the Behavior2Vec model, and so on.

4.4 Model Complexity and Time Complexity

If we apply the RDF on the SVD model, as shown by the Algorithm 1, the parameters to learn

includes P ∈ Rm×k ,Q ∈ Rn×k ,b (U ) ∈ Rm×1, andb (I ) ∈ Rn×1. Therefore, the number of parameters

to learn ismk + nk +m + n = (m + n) (k + 1), the same as in the SVD model.

For the time complexity of training, every update of pi and q j , as shown by Algorithm 1,

Equation (6), and Equation (7) requires O (k ), and every update of b (U )
i and b (I )

j costs O (1). There-

fore, the time complexity of each epoch is O ( |K | k ). Assuming we need T epochs to meet the
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Table 4. Statistics of the Benchmark Datasets

Dataset # users # items # ratings Density Rating scale

Epinions 40,163 139,738 664,824 0.0118% [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

MovieLens-100K 943 1,682 100,000 6.3047% [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

FilmTrust 1,508 2,071 35,497 1.1366% [0.5, 1, 1.5, . . . , 4]

Yahoo! Movies 7,642 11,916 221,367 0.2431% [1, 2, . . . , 13]

AMI 339,231 83,046 500,176 0.0018% [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]

termination condition, the total training time complexity would be O (T |K | k ), which is the same

as the time complexity of the training algorithm of SVD.

To predict a user i’s rating on an item j, the predicting function is shown by Equation (2), which

requires to compute the inner product of two vectors pi and q j . Therefore, the time complexity is

O (k ), which is very efficient, since a typical k is not large.

For similar reasons, if we apply the RDF on other MF-based methods (e.g., SVD++ or NMF, as

we will shown in Section 5), their corresponding model complexity, training time, and prediction

time will be the same as the original methods.

The model complexity of SVD++ is much larger than the SVD model, because the SVD++ model

requires to obtain the latent factors of the implicit feedbacks as the extra parameters. As we will

show in Section 5, although SVD with RDF is simpler (in terms of model complexity), the predic-

tions are more accurate compared to the conventional SVD++ model (i.e., without incorporating

with RDF). This makes incorporating the RDF to simple models an attractive choice in practice,

because such a combination is fast in both training and predicting and still maintain a comparable

(in many cases, even better) accuracy to the complex models.

5 EXPERIMENTS

5.1 Description of the Benchmark Datasets

We collected public datasets from various domains as the benchmark datasets, including the fol-

lowing: (1) the Epinions dataset5 – a rich product review dataset on the Epinions website [38];

(2) the MovieLens-100K dataset6 – a movie rating dataset collected and released by the GroupLens

group [21]; (3) the FilmTrust dataset7 – a dataset crawled from the entire FilmTrust website [19]; (4)

Yahoo! Movies dataset8 – a sample of users’ ratings on the movies released by Yahoo! Movies [36,

37]; (5) the AMI dataset9 – an Amazon review information on the musical instruments [22]. The

statistical summaries of these datasets are shown in Table 4.

For each of the collected dataset, we randomly assign 80% of the ratings as the training data and

the remaining 20% as the test data. In all the following experiments, the reported metrics (e.g., the

RMSE scores) are based on the results on the test data.

5.2 Experiment Settings

We compared the SVD model, SVD++ model, and the NMF model with and without the RDFs. For

each of the compared methods, we performed a grid search on the set of the hyper-parameters.

Particularly, we divided the training data into two sets – the training set and the validation set.

5http://www.epinions.com/.
6https://grouplens.org/.
7https://www.librec.net/datasets.html.
8https://webscope.sandbox.yahoo.com/catalog.php?datatype=r.
9http://jmcauley.ucsd.edu/data/amazon/.
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Table 5. RMSE Scores of SVD and SVD with Regularization Weights on the Test Datasets

Dataset SVD Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 1.1997 1.0538 (***) 1.0538 (***) 1.0538 (***) 12.16%

MovieLens-100K 0.9423 0.9422 0.9422 0.9422 0.01%

FilmTrust 0.8465 0.8194 (***) 0.8194 (***) 0.8223 (***) 2.86% to 3.20%

Yahoo! Movies 3.0799 2.9892 (***) 3.0129 (***) 3.0127 (***) 2.18% to 2.94%

AMI 1.1450 1.1405 (***) 1.1405 (***) 1.1405 (***) 0.39%

Most results are significantly better than the SVD model (p < 0.001).

We trained the models with combinations of the hyper-parameter candidates on the training set

and computed the RMSE scores based on the validation set. We recorded the hyper-parameter

combination that produces the best result (i.e., the lowest RMSE score) on the validation set and

used such hyper-parameters to re-train the model based on the entire training data (i.e., the training

set plus the validation set), and reported the performance of the model based on the test data.

Specifically, for the conventional SVD model and the SVD model with the RDFs, we set the can-

didate regularization weights for the user bias and the item bias (i.e., λU and λI in Equations (3)

and (4)) as the following values: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000], and we set the can-

didate regularization weights for the latent factors (i.e., λp and λq in Equations (3) and (4)) as the

following values: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000]. As a result, we tested 121 different

hyper-parameter combinations. For the SVD++ model and the SVD++ model with the RDF, we set

the regularization weights for the user bias and item bias to 0.1; we set the candidate regularization

weights for the latent factors to the following values: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000];

we set the candidate regularization weights for the latent factors of the implicit feedback as

the following values: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000]. As a result, we tested 121

different hyper-parameter settings. For the NMF model and the NMF model with the RDF,

we set λU and λI as the following values: [0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000], and

we set the candidate regularization weights for the latent factors as the following values:

[0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 1000]. As a result, we tested 121 different hyper-parameter

combinations. For all the models, we set k the numbers of latent factors to 15, γ the learning decay

rate in the Algorithm 1 to 0.9, and the number of training epochs to 50. However, for most of the

experiments, the parameters started to converge in less than 20 epochs.

5.3 The Overall Predictability

We quantify S (M ) the predicting score of a method M based on the RMSE score between M’s

predicted ratings (i.e., R̂
(M )

) and the actual ratings (i.e., R), as defined by the following:

S (M ) = RMSE
(
R, R̂

(M ))
=

√
1

|Ktest |
∑

∀(i, j )∈Ktest

(
ri j − r̂ (M )

i j

)2
. (10)

We further defined the improve ratio from baseline method Mbase to the new method Mnew as

follows:

IR (Mnew,Mbase) =
S (Mbase) − S (Mnew)

S (Mbase)
. (11)

Table 5 shows the comparison of the conventional SVD model with the SVD model integrated

with three RDFs – linear (linear-reg), square root (sqrt-reg), and logarithm (log-reg). As can be seen,

integrating the RDFs into the SVD model makes the predictions more accurate (i.e., lower RMSE
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Table 6. RMSE Scores of SVD++ and SVD++ with Regularization Weights on the Test Datasets

Dataset SVD++ Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 1.0628 1.0538 (***) 1.0566 (***) 1.0538 0.58% to 0.85%

MovieLens-100K 0.9423 0.9422 0.9422 0.9423 0.00% to 0.01%

FilmTrust 0.8199 0.8199 0.8197 0.8194 0.00% to 0.06%

Yahoo! Movies 3.0152 3.0127 (***) 3.0126 (***) 3.0128 (***) 0.08% to 0.09%

AMI 1.1446 1.1407 (***) 1.1429 (***) 1.1408 (***) 0.15% to 0.34%

Even compared to the competative baseline SVD++, many results are still significantly better (p < 0.001).

Table 7. RMSE Scores of NMF and NMF with Regularization Weights on the Test Datasets

Dataset NMF Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 1.0709 1.0582 (***) 1.0582 (***) 1.0583 (***) 1.18% to 1.19%

MovieLens-100K 0.9621 0.9416 (***) 0.9416 (***) 0.9413 (***) 2.13% to 2.16%

FilmTrust 0.9295 0.8206 (***) 0.8206 (***) 0.8206 (***) 11.72%

Yahoo! Movies 3.6058 3.0140 (***) 3.0141 (***) 3.0141 (***) 16.41%

AMI 1.1431 1.1433 1.1432 1.1432 −0.01% to −0.02%

Most results are significantly better than the NMF model (p < 0.001).

scores) in all cases. We highlight the best (i.e., the lowest RMSE scores) results for each benchmark

dataset. We conducted similar comparisons on the SVD++ model (with and without the RDFs) and

the NMF model (with and without the RDFs). The results are reported in Tables 6 and 7. Again, the

models integrated with the RDFs outperforms the baselines in almost all cases. This suggests that

indeed differentiating the regularization weights in the MF models for the recommender systems

is beneficial.

We observed that, if the RDFs are not introduced, the simple models (i.e., the SVD model and the

NMF model in this article) usually perform worse than the complex models (i.e., the SVD++ model

in this article). However, when the simple models are integrated with the RDFs, they outperform

the complex models that do not integrated with the RDFs in many cases. As shown by the last

columns of Tables 5 and 6, the improve ratios of the SVD model and the NMF model are evident.

In the meanwhile, the improvement of applying the RDFs on the complex models (i.e., the SVD++

model in this article) is less obvious. Since we tested hyper-parameters for all the models based on

grid search, as reported in Section 5.2, even in the cases where the improve ratios are small, these

improvements are consistent and stable.

Since the complex models require longer training and predicting time, training simpler models

with the RDFs should be an attractive choice, especially for the large-scale recommender systems

that typically have millions of users and items, and tens to hundreds of millions of interactions

among users and items.

In addition to the RMSE scores, we also show a comparison of the other metrics for the Epinions

dataset in Table 8. Specifically, we show the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) scores and the R2 scores

of the SVD model with and without the RDFs. The definitions of these two metrics are shown in

Equations 12 and 13 as follows:

MAE
(
R, R̂

(M )
)
=

1

|Ktest |
∑

∀(i, j )∈Ktest

���ri j − r̂ (M )
i j

��� , (12)

R2
(
R, R̂

(M )
)
= 1 −

∑
∀(i, j )∈Ktest

(
ri j − r̂ (M )

i j

)2
∑
∀(i, j )∈Ktest

(ri j − μ )2
. (13)
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Table 8. Various Metrics of SVD and SVD with Regularization

Weights on the Epinions Dataset

Metrics SVD Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

RMSE 1.1997 1.0538 (***) 1.0538 (***) 1.0538 (***) 12.16%

MAE 0.9139 0.8190 (***) 0.8190 (***) 0.8190 (***) 10.38%

R2 0.0067 0.2337 (***) 0.2337 (***) 0.2337 (***) 3388.06%

All the improvements are significant.

Table 9. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of SVD and SVD with Regularization Weights on the 10% of

Items that Received the Fewest Number of Ratings (in the Training Data)

Dataset SVD Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.2505 (***) 2.1189 (***) 2.1186 (***) 2.1187 (***) 5.85% to 5.86%

MovieLens-100K 1.8866 1.8781 (**) 1.8785 1.8808 0.31% to 0.45%

FilmTrust 1.8454 1.7246 1.7204 1.8122 1.80% to 6.77%

Yahoo! Movies 26.1175 25.4348 (**) 25.5993 25.5766 (*) 1.98% to 2.61%

AMI 3.0426 3.0436 3.0406 3.0448 −0.07% to 0.07%

Table 10. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of SVD++ and SVD++ with Regularization Weights on the

10% of Items that Received the Fewest Number of Ratings (in the Training Data)

Dataset SVD++ Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.2295 2.1373 2.1179 (***) 2.1186 (**) 4.14% to 5.01%

MovieLens-100K 1.8809 1.8797 1.8757 1.8784 0.06% to 0.28%

FilmTrust 1.7523 1.7296 1.7337 1.7180 1.06% to 1.96%

Yahoo! Movies 26.2629 25.5760 (*) 25.5558 (*) 25.5704 (*) 2.62% to 2.69%

AMI 3.1112 3.0448 (***) 3.0480 (***) 3.0456 (***) 2.03% to 2.13%

Both the RMSE and the MAE are negative-oriented scores, i.e., lower values are better. However,

the R2 score is positive-oriented, i.e., higher values are better. Therefore, the improve ratio of the

R2 score is somewhat different – a negative sign should be added to Equation (11) when computing

the improve ratio for the R2 score.

To save the space, we only show the MAE scores and the R2 scores of the SVD model with and

without RDFs on the Epinions dataset. For the other models and the other datasets, the improve

ratio of the MAE is usually larger than the RMSE, and the improve ratio of the R2 score is usually

the most manifest.

5.4 Predictability on the Long Tail Items and the Less Active Users

This section analyzes the effect of the RDFs on the long tail items and the less active users. Specifi-

cally, we show the RMSE scores of these items/users before and after applying the RDF on the SVD,

SVD++, and NMF models. We expect that, in the cases where an item received few ratings or a

user rated few items, applying the RDFs helps the predictions. As a result, applying the RDFs may

partially solve the cold-start problem, which is a prevalent problem in the recommender systems.

For each of the experimental dataset, we extracted 10% of the items that received the fewest

numbers of ratings in the training data. We computed the RMSE scores of the ratings of these

items in the test data based on the SVD model with and without the RDFs. The results are shown

in Table 9. As reported, the SVD models with the RDFs outperform the conventional SVD model

in most cases. We also applied RDFs on the SVD++ and the NMF models, as reported in Tables 10
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Table 11. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of NMF and NMF with Regularization Weights on the 10% of

Items that Received the Fewest Number of Ratings (in the Training Data)

Dataset NMF log-reg Linear-reg sqrt-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.0793 2.0757 2.0753 2.0750 (*) 0.17% to 0.21%

MovieLens-100K 2.0788 1.8683 (***) 1.8749 (***) 1.8724 (***) 9.81% to 10.13%

FilmTrust 1.8428 1.6952 (*) 1.7026 1.6956 (*) 7.61% to 8.01%

Yahoo! Movies 32.8463 25.4302 (***) 25.4408 (***) 25.4314 (***) 22.55% to 22.58%

AMI 2.9942 2.9939 2.9945 2.9950 −0.03% to 0.01%

Table 12. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of SVD and SVD with Regularization Weights on the 10%

of Users Whose Number of Ratings Are the Fewest (in the Training Data)

Dataset SVD Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.7654 2.2856 (***) 2.2844 (***) 2.2850 (***) 17.35% to 17.39%

MovieLens-100K 1.6230 1.6249 1.6261 1.6256 −0.12% to −0.19%

FilmTrust 1.5136 1.2352 (**) 1.2487 (**) 1.5971 −5.52% to 18.39%

Yahoo! Movies 20.1134 20.1687 20.2836 20.2740 −0.27% to −0.85%

AMI 2.5518 2.5454 2.5441 2.5445 0.25% to 0.30%

Table 13. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of SVD++ and SVD++ with Regularization Weights on the

10% of Users Whose Number of Ratings Are the Fewest (in the Training Data)

Dataset SVD++ Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.2847 2.3885 (**) 2.3244 2.2877 −0.13% to −4.54%

MovieLens-100K 1.6219 1.6245 1.6259 1.6235 −0.10% to −0.25%

FilmTrust 1.2715 1.2512 1.2464 1.2244 1.60% to 3.70%

Yahoo! Movies 20.2961 20.2808 20.2819 20.2726 (*) 0.07% to 0.12%

AMI 2.6267 2.5465 (*) 2.5975 2.5524 (*) 1.11% to 3.05%

and 11. As before, applying the RDFs appears to better predict the long tail items in most cases.

However, compared to the overall RMSE scores reported in Tables 5, 6, and 7, the predictions on

the long tail items is still less accurate than an average item.

Likewise, for each of the experimental dataset, we extracted 10% of the users who rated fewest

items in the training data. We computed the RMSE scores of the ratings from these users in the

test data. In Table 12, we report the result of the SVD model with and without the RDFs. It appears

that the effect of using the number of users’ rated items as the input of the RDFs is unstable

– such a mechanism may help the predictions for certain datasets (e.g., on the Epinions dataset

and the AMI dataset) but sometimes may make things worse (e.g., on the MovieLens-100K dataset

and the Yahoo! Movies dataset). We also compared the SVD++ model and the NMF model with and

without RDFs (using the number of users’ rated items as the inputs for the RDFs). The results are

reported in Tables 13 and 14. It seems that using the number of a user’s rated items as the input of

the RDFs may not necessarily improve the recommendation quality.

To further compare the performance of the SVD models with and without the differentiating

functions with respect to (1) the number of ratings received by each item and (2) each user’s

number of ratings, we plotted the heatmap to visualize the result. Figure 4 shows the result based

on the Epinions dataset. Specifically, the most rated item received 1,609 ratings in the training data,

and the most active user in this dataset rated 821 items in the training data . Like what we did in
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Table 14. RMSE Scores (in the Test Data) of NMF and NMF with Regularization Weights on the 10% of

Users Whose Number of Ratings Are the Fewest (in the Training Data)

Dataset NMF Linear-reg sqrt-reg log-reg Improve ratio range

Epinions 2.2689 2.2575 2.2566 2.2585 0.46% to 0.54%

MovieLens-100K 1.5661 1.5998 1.6005 1.6006 −2.15% to −2.20%

FilmTrust 1.3275 1.2440 1.2402 1.2430 6.29% to 6.58%

Yahoo! Movies 24.7288 20.2169 (***) 20.2160 (***) 20.2193 (***) 18.24% to 18.25%

AMI 2.4633 2.4638 2.4644 2.4634 −0.04% to 0.00%

Fig. 4. The difference between the RMSE score of the SVD model with and without the logarithm differen-

tiating function (based on the Epinions dataset). Negative values (i.e., the blue cells) indicate that applying

the logarithm differentiating function is better in that region.

Section 3, we divided each dimension into 20 equal-sized regions. For each test instance ri j falls in

the cell (u,v ) on the heatmap, we compute r (SVD)
i j the rating predicted by the SVD model and r (df)

i j

the rating predicted by including the RDF. We computed the RMSE score for all the ratings within

a cell for all the cells based on the SVD models with and without the RDF. Finally, we subtract the

two RMSE scores for each cell to get the performance difference. Equation (14) shows the formula:

suv =

√
1

|A(u,v ) |
∑

∀(i, j )∈A(u,v )

(
ri j − r̂ (df)

i j

)2
−
√

1

|A(u,v ) |
∑

∀(i, j )∈A(u,v )

(
ri j − r̂ (SVD)

i j

)2
, (14)

where A(u,v ) returns the set of all the test instances (i.e., user i’s rating on item j) in the uth row

and vth column in the heatmap, and |A(u,v ) | denotes the size of the set.

Each cell in Figure 4 shows the difference between the two RMSE scores. Since a lower RMSE

score means better prediction, the negative values (i.e., the blue color cells) means the weight

differentiating mechanism has more accurate predictions compared to the original SVD model.

As can be seen, the SVD model with RDF has more accurate predictions as we increase the value

of y (the number of ratings received by each item). However, as we increase the value of x (the

number of rated items of a user), we do not see obvious trend. Here, we only show the logarithm
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differentiating function on the Epinions dataset. However, experiments on the other differentiating

functions and the other benchmark datasets show similar results. The results demonstrate that by

applying the differentiating functions, we can better predict the long tail items.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

This article discusses our study on CF methods incorporating with the RDF such that different

items and users may have different regularization weights on their corresponding latent factors.

We proposed three RDF, which takes number of the ratings received by an item or the number

of a user’s rated items as the inputs, to decide the regularization weights of the latent factors of

the item and the user. We compared the proposed methods with the conventional CF methods

on five open datasets. The results show that the proposed method better predict users’ ratings on

the items. More importantly, incorporating the proposed method with various CF methods better

predict the less informative items (i.e., the items received few ratings). As a result, the cold-start

problem, which is prevalent in various recommender systems, could be partially alleviated.

Although we only compare the SVD, SVD++, and NMF models with and without RDFs, the

technique proposed in this article can be applied on a wide range of learning-based recommen-

dation models, e.g., FM, FFM, FPMC, and so on. The proposed RDFs can also be integrated with

many previous approaches that aim to solve or partially solve the cold-start problem. In fact, as

long as the objective function of a recommendation algorithm contains the regularization terms

for the parameters of the users and/or the items, the RDFs can be applied. Therefore, the proposed

method can be and should be a general technique to improve the predictions of the learning-based

recommendation modules, but not a replacement to the existing recommendation models.

While it seems obvious that we should assign different regularization weights based on the size

of the training dataset, the characteristic of the recommender systems is somewhat different – a

larger training dataset may not necessarily reveal more information of an item or one individual

user. As shown in [3], the interaction between users and items follow a long tail, i.e., few items

received many ratings (likewise few users rated many items), but most items received few ratings

(likewise most users rated few items). As a result, a large dataset may contain many information

of the popular items and the highly active users, but few information on most items and users.

Therefore, we probably should assign regularization weights item-wise and user-wise, as reported

in this article. This is different from most machine learning models that adjust the regularization

weights based on the number of available training instances and the model complexity.

While the RDF looks successful for the CF-based methods, we found no obvious winner among

the three proposed functions in this study. We are interested in continuing investigating the prop-

erties of different RDF and their relationship with the distribution of the training data. We are also

interested in theoretical studies on the RDF as a future work.
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